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ABSTRACT: Embedding coherent spin motifs in reproducible molecular building blocks is a promising pathway for the realization
of quantum technologies. Three-dimensional (3D) MOFs are a versatile platform for the rational design of extended structures
employing coordination chemistry. Here, we report the synthesis and characterization of a gadolinium(III)-based MOF,
[Gd(bipyNO)4](TfO)3·xMeOH (bipyNO = bipyridine,N,N′-dioxide; TfO = triflate; and MeOH = methanol) (quMOF-1), which
presents a unique coordination geometry that leads to a tiny magnetic anisotropy (in terms of D, an equivalent zero-field splitting
would be achieved by D = 0.006 cm−1) even compared with regular Gd(III) complexes. Pulsed electron paramagnetic resonance
experiments on its magnetically diluted samples confirm the preservation of quantum coherence of single Gd(III) qubit units in this
3D extended molecular architecture (T2 = 612 ns and T1 = 66 μs at 3.5 K), which allows for the detection of Rabi oscillations at 40
K.
■ INTRODUCTION
Qubits, or quantum two-level systems, are the basic building
block units of the next generation of quantum devices.
However, in order to make them useful, it is necessary to
achieve their organization in specific ways. In this respect,
magnetic molecules and molecular-based compounds are
exquisitely complex quantum materials with unmatched
potential.1−3 Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs)4 are crystal-
line solids with ample chemical flexibility, which may be
suitable for the three-dimensional (3D) organization of
molecular spin qubits in a way that allows nontrivial
interactions. As magnetic MOFs5 permit the controlled
construction of scalable spin structures from molecular
building blocks, qubits-on-MOFs (for short: quMOFs) offer
improved capabilities from the point of view of quantum
information compared to zero-dimensional systems. However,
there are problems with this simplified view. If the individual
qubits within the MOF are heavily diluted by employing Y3+ as
a diamagnetic analogue, either to allow individual address-
ability or long enough coherence times, the system is not more
ordered than nitrogen-vacancy (NV) impurities in diamond.
On the contrary, if the qubits have unity concentration, then it
will be impossible to address them individually as would be
required in conventional “quantum circuit” schemes. Less
conventional schemes that work with connected qubits in 1, 2,
or higher dimensions have been studied theoretically and
found to have some advantages, which would eventually be the
path for the use of quMOFs.6 Furthermore, it has been
proposed that quMOFs could display unusual behaviors in
terms of phonon decoherence, the dominant source of spin
relaxation at high temperatures.7
The possibility of using quMOFs as a platform for molecular
spin qubits was recognized in 2014, albeit since then, it has
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scarcely been experimentally investigated. We first proposed
this possibility in the family of MOFs with formula
[Ln(bipyNO)4](TfO)3· solvent (Ln = Tb, Dy, Ho, and Er;
bipyNO = bipyridine,N,N′-dioxide and TfO = triflate),8 which
is formed by a regular arrangement of single-ion magnets
(SIMs). At the same time, quantum tunneling of magnetization
in a different SIM−MOF was independently reported, albeit
with no mention of qubits.9 It is only recently that the
potential of quMOFs has started to be experimentally
tested.10−15 While in this context, MOFs can also be exploited
as quantum sensors; their characterization in terms of spin
dynamics reveals a promising potential for quantum
information processing. For instance, in the reported
quMOF [(TCPP)Co0.07Zn0.93]3[Zr6O4(OH)4(H2O)6]2
[TCPP = 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(carboxyphenyl)porphyrin], the
qubit can be defined in the form of an atomic clock transition
between two given spin states.11 This allows for reaching T1 =
34 μs and T2 = 14 μs values for the spin−lattice and spin−spin
relaxation times even at high spin concentrations, an
unprecedented finding in this kind of magnetic system.
Long relaxation times in atomic clock transitions are just one
of the demonstrations that the chemical control over the
coordination sphere can directly affect spin dynamics. Recent
works have demonstrated how chemistry can be employed to
engineer the electronic structure and minimize the orbital
angular momentum of molecular spin qubits to their prolonged
relaxation times.16,17 In these works, intrinsically spin-only
(pure 2S states) systems are employed, such as Zn+ ions,
encapsulated in a porous zeolite structure to obtain phase
memory times of up to 2 μs at room temperature.17 Robust
spin dynamics are linked to the intrinsically isotropic electronic
structure due to quenching of the orbital angular momentum
in the ground state. It is not straightforward how to go down
this route for systems with S > 1/2, but natural tools would
include choosing a system with a weak orbital moment, such as
an f7 lanthanide ion, and a coordination environment with
maximum cancellation of the ligand field due to symmetry
reasons. In previous works, we demonstrated how the weak
magnetic anisotropy of the S = 7/2 Gd3+ ion can be tuned by
molecular design.18
In this work, we present the structural, theoretical, and
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) characterization of a
quMOF, the Gd3+ member of the MOF [Ln(bipyNO)4]-
(TfO)3·MeOH (from now on, quMOF-1).
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
quMOF-1 is a crystalline 3D structure that is prepared in
quantitative yields upon slow diffusion of the solvent, following
the reported procedure.19 In this structure, which crystallizes in
the P1̅ space group, each bipyNO linker forms bridges between
pairs of different lanthanoids, with Gd−Gd distances of about
13 Å. The 3D complex network has very large cavities that
represent over 70% of the total volume (Figure 1), which are
filled with the triflate counterions and solvent molecules, but
which are susceptible to substitution to explore spin−lattice
relaxation phenomena.6 The presence of triflate anions permits
an ion exchange replacing that species with polyoxometa-
lates,19 in particular [W6O19]
2−. These bigger anions confer
better robustness to the material, preventing the collapse of the
crystal structure, as shown by X-ray powder diffraction (Figure
S1).
Single crystal analysis reveals the presence of three
crystallographically independent Gd ions (Gd1, Gd2, and
Gd3), each of which presents eightfold coordination by oxygen
atoms belonging to the dioxide linker with very similar
coordination spheres but presenting a different orientation in
the space (Figure S3). The three coordination sites are
extremely similar to each other, showing a structure unusually
close to a semiregular anticube geometry, that is, a particular
square antiprism that results from applying a 45° torsion to an
ideal cube. This opposes compressed or elongated square
antiprisms, more commonly found in coordination complexes.
In other words, all coordinating atoms are practically at the so-
called “magic angle” in spherical coordinates.
Most likely, this semiregular anticube coordination geometry
is a consequence of using a unique monodentate ligand in the
MOF structure20 and has notable consequences for the
expected crystal field Hamiltonian. First of all, the near-D4d
symmetry means that all extradiagonal terms of the crystal field
Hamiltonian are expected to be close to zero. On its own, this
would lead to limit the Hamiltonian to three nonvanishing




Additionally, positioning all donor atoms at the “magic
angle” that is characteristic of the semiregular anticube
geometry means that the second-order diagonal crystal field
parameter, B2
0, is also expected to be negligible, resulting in a
dramatically decreased anisotropy, even compared with regular
GdIII complexes, which are intrinsically weakly anisotropic due
to their lack of angular momentum L.21
However, these two nonvanishing terms B4
0 and B6
0, derived
from coordination symmetry, cannot account for the collected
X-band EPR data. A reasonable fit is achieved by introducing a
fourth-order extradiagonal term B4
4. This is likely due to the
slight deviation of the Gd3+ coordination sphere from a pure
D4d symmetry. An effective spin Hamiltonian is used to




4 is the extradiagonal extended Stevens operator of
order 4 and range 4, and the second term is Zeeman splitting.
The fit of the X-band continuous-wave (CW)-EPR spectrum as
shown in Figure 2 results in an isotropic g factor of 1.983 and
B4
4 = 11 MHz. This corresponds to a splitting of the ground
and the first excited MJ doublets of 0.012 cm
−1. In terms of D,
an equivalent ZFS would be achieved by D = 6·10−3 cm−1. The
extremely small ZFS effect of quMOF-1 is distinct from those
of most reported Gd3+ complexes18,21,22 but is comparable to
that of [Gd(phendo)4](NO3)3·nMeOH, which also possesses a
nearly perfect high symmetry (C4) of the Gd
3+ coordination
sphere.23 The g factor slightly smaller than 2.0 can also be
observed in some of the abovementioned Gd3+ complexes.22,23
After establishing the potential of quMOF-1 as a qubit, the
spin dynamics of the system has been studied with pulse EPR
Figure 1. Crystal structure of quMOF-1. The Gd centers are shown
as purple square antiprisms, the oxygen and nitrogen atoms as red and
blue spheres, respectively, and carbon and hydrogen atoms as gray
sticks. The light gray sphere represents the void space, which is filled
with counterions and solvent molecules.
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in order to obtain the characteristic relaxation times T1 and T2.
These relaxation times are generally governed by two main
decoherence sources affecting spin qubits, namely, the phonon
bath and the spin bath. The spin bath is dominated by the
interaction with neighboring nuclear and electron spins, which
was studied by diluting quMOF-1 in its yttrium diamagnetic
analogue, [Y(1−x)Gdx(bipyNO)4](TfO)3·MeOH. Two different
Gd concentrations have been used, namely, 2.51 and 0.26%
(see Supporting Information for the synthetic experimental
details). On the other hand, the effect of the phonon bath has
been studied by measuring the spin dynamics at different
temperatures.
To investigate the effects of concentration and temperature
on T1 and T2 in these diluted compounds, inversion recovery
and Hahn echo experiments were performed (Figures S6 and
S10). T1 and T2 were fitted with a standard single-exponential
model for all dilutions and temperatures. The extracted T1 and
T2 values are reported in Figure 3. Strong temperature
dependence of T1 can be observed, spanning over one order of
magnitude, with a significant maximum value of T1 = 65.8 μs at
3.5 K for x = 0.26%, which drops to 2.9 μs as the temperature
increases to 12 K. In contrast, T2 has weaker temperature
dependence, featuring an almost linear decrease upon warming
when both time and temperature have logarithm scales. With a
salient difference between the values of T1 and T2 in the 3.5−
10 K temperature range, we can anticipate prior to any
numerical analysis that T2 is not limited by T1 below 10 K,
revealing a relaxation mechanism that exclusively influences T2.
At higher temperatures, T1 approaches T2, as is the case for a
lot of different species other than VIV and CuII complexes.24
We further investigated the influence of instantaneous diffusion
in T2 by changing the π pulse length in the sequence applied.
The result shown in Figure S8 indicates that this effect is
negligible in low concentration (x = 0.26%), while weakly
active in the less diluted sample (x = 2.51%). In addition, a
close inspection of the Hahn echo measurements reveals the
presence of electron spin echo envelope modulation, a
behavior that arises when the electron spin couples with
nearby hydrogen nuclei (Figure S9).25
Finally, nutation experiments were also performed to verify
whether the observed coherence times persist not only during
the free precession of the spins but also in the presence of a
driving field (Figure 4a). Indeed, any nontrivial quantum
operation will involve a long series of spin rotations, which
tend to result in faster echo decay, especially at high microwave
powers. Remarkably, Rabi oscillations were clearly observed
not only at a low temperature (Figure S11) but also at 40 K
(Figure 4b). Their frequencies were derived from Fourier
transforms (Figure 4c) to show linear dependence on B1. The
detection of Rabi oscillations manifests that the coherent
manipulation of the spin states in quMOF-1 (x = 0.26%) is
feasible up to 40 K. However, it is impossible to individually
address different transitions within this S = 7/2 system due to
the tiny anisotropy, as illustrated in the single Rabi frequencies
at 40 K (Figure 4c). This means that the conventional
quantum circuit approach dealing with single-qubit operations
would need to be dropped in favor of higher dimensionality
schemes similar to the one indicated in the introduction.6
An attempt to theoretically rationalize the measured T2
(T2
exp) values was made by simulating the contribution to spin
decoherence of the magnetic nuclei in the sample as well as of
the Gd3+ electron spin bath; in the last case, in the form of
instantaneous diffusion between pairs of dipole-coupled pairs
of Gd3+ ions, both at T ∼ 3 K.26 This was performed using a
customized version of SIMPRE1.2.27 The calculated T2 value
considering only the nuclear spin bath (T2
theo,n ∼ 350 μs)
reveals that the magnetic nuclei bath does not determine the
experimentally observed quantum coherence because the T2
exp
values are 3 orders of magnitude smaller (T2
exp ∼ 0.6 μs). On
the other hand, the calculated T2 values considering the
electronic spin bath (T2
theo,e in short) show a linear
relationship with the Gd3+ concentration (0 < x < 1). Because
instantaneous diffusion becomes more relevant as the metal
ion concentration is increased, the T2
theo,e values get closer to
the experimentally determined ones as x changes from 0.26 to
2.51% (T2
exp ∼ 0.6 and 0.1 μs, respectively, see Figure 3).
Indeed, we found T2
theo,e = 4.6 and 0.48 μs, respectively. As can
be seen, at the highest Gd3+ ion concentration explored, the
calculated 0.48 μs starts being in the same order of magnitude
as the experimental value. Despite the disagreement of the
values, this trend indicates that instantaneous diffusion is in
competition with other mechanisms at limiting the qubit
coherence because T2
exp values are not fully recovered. Among
the other decoherence sources, one should discard spin
diffusion, namely, energy-conserving flip-flops between nuclear
spin pairs but also involving the Gd3+ ions because no
Figure 2. CW-EPR and simulated spectra of [Y(1−x)Gdx(bipyNO)4]-
(TfO)3·MeOH with x = 2.51 and 0.26%, recorded with a X-band EPR
spectrometer (9.47 GHz) at 8 K.
Figure 3. Experimental T1 and T2 values for diluted quMOF-1 at two
different gadolinium concentrations and temperatures. The error bars
are within the size of symbols. Note the logarithmic scale of the X-
and Y-axes.
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stretching factors greater than two were required to fit the
intensity decays of the Hahn echo (Figure S6).28 Instead, the
competing contribution to decoherence could be present in the
form of physical motions of magnetic nuclei that couple with
spin qubits.29−31 Because T1 is around 2 orders of magnitude
above T2
exp as shown in Figure 3, phonon-induced
decoherence is not expected to be a crucial dephasing source
in T2
exp. Yet, it could be significant enough to produce the
slight thermal dependence of T2
exp.
■ CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, we have explored the quantum coherence
properties of a Gd(III) MOF, namely, quMOF-1. This
Gd(III)-based MOF is prepared using only bipyNO
monodentate ligands, resulting in a nearly ideal semiregular
anticube D4d symmetry of the coordination sphere rarely seen
in conventional complexes. This distinct feature makes it
possible for the magnetic anisotropy of the Gd(III) MOF to be
exceptionally weak, as characterized by X-band EPR spectros-
copy. quMOF-1 has a low spin density due to heavy
polyoxometalate (POM) that is employed to stabilize it; this
strategy may have future interest for applications in magneto
cooling. Indeed, in adiabatic demagnetization, the lowest
attainable temperature is limited first by the presence of
magnetic interactions that bring about magnetic order below a
critical temperature but also by magnetic anisotropy. If the goal
is achieving a magnetic refrigerant material that can cool down
devices in the order of milliKelvin, magnetic anisotropy ideally
should be negligible because the smaller the anisotropy, the
less pronounced are the crystal field effects which, splitting the
energy levels, result in maxima of the magnetocaloric effect at
lower temperatures.32 With the currently achieved anisotropy,
in terms of D, being equally D = 6 × 10−3 cm−1 (D = 8.6 ×
10−3 K), this kind of coordination geometry would be ideal to
cool down to temperatures around 10 mK.
Furthermore, this 3D organization of isotropic qubits,
diluted in its diamagnetic yttrium analogue, exhibits quantum
coherence (T2 = 612 ns and T1 = 66 μs at 3.5 K) and Rabi
oscillations up to 40 K. Although this system is in a typical T2
range (from hundreds of nanoseconds to microseconds) for
Gd3+ complexes,18,21−23,33 which are orders of magnitude
below the record molecular spin qubit of the millisecond
scale,34,35 this work is a step forward in the road toward scaling
up spin qubits into extended molecular arrays. Our theoretical
estimates suggest that besides instantaneous diffusion, its
coherence time is likely limited by the physical motions of
magnetic nuclei coupling with spin qubits, suggesting that the
quantum coherence may be further improved by avoiding
these motions.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis. To prepare two ratios of Gd/Y, different solid solutions
were prepared. A solid mixture of gadolinium triflate hydrate (0.005
mmol; 3 mg) and yttrium triflate hydrate (0.55 mmol; 297 mg) was
first prepared (Solid 1). 6 mg of Solid 1 was mixed with 54 mg of
yttrium triflate (0.0001 mmol of Gd and 0.1 mmol of Y) (Solid 2). 30
mg of the solid solution {Solid 1 for [Y0.975Gd0.025(bipyNO)4]3(TfO)9
and Solid 2 for [Y0.9975Gd0.0025(bipyNO)4]3(TfO)9} was carefully
covered with dichloromethane (CH2Cl2, 8 mL). Then, a layer of pure
MeOH (8 mL) was stacked slowly, and on top of this, previously
dissolved MeOH solution (17 mL) containing 4,4′-bipyridine-N,N′-
dioxide (bipyNO, 0.18 mmol; 37.1 mg) was added. After three days,
crystals suitable for single-crystal XRD were obtained.
Anion Exchange. Crystals of POM (TBA)2[W6O19] were
synthesized as previously reported.36 The anion exchange processes
were carried out by dissolving ca. 50 mg of this POM in acetonitrile
(5 mL) yielding a clear solution in all cases. Then, single crystals of
quMOF-1-x (1 mg) were added to each solution; and the color of the
crystals began to change to clear brown.
EPR Measurements. X-band continuous-wave and pulsed EPR
data were recorded on an ELEXSYS E580 EPR spectrometer (Bruker)
equipped with a pulsed X-band (9.70 GHz cavity and resonators)
operating in the range 4−300 K. The CW EPR powder spectra were
simulated by EasySpin toolbox37 (http://www.easyspin.org/) based
on Matlab.
Field-swept electron spin echo-detected EPR spectra were recorded
using a two-pulse echo sequence (π/2−τ−π−τ−echo) with micro-
wave pulse lengths of 16 ns and 32 ns and an interpulse time τ = 200
ns. The echo decay curves were collected by application of the
abovementioned sequence at the field of maximum echo intensity at
variable temperatures with varying τ (starting from τ = 200 ns). T1
values were obtained at the main resonances using a three-pulse
inversion recovery sequence (π−T−π/2−τ−π−τ−echo) with τ = 500
Figure 4. (a) Nutation pulse sequence used to observe Rabi oscillations in diluted quMOF-1 (x = 0.26%). (b) Nutation experiment measured at 40
K and a magnetic field of B0 = 3500 G (main resonance line) using different microwave powers. (c) Corresponding Fourier transforms.
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ns and with the four-step phase cycling. Rabi oscillations were
performed using a variable-length nutation pulse (tp) within the
standard sequence (tp−T−π/2−τ−π−τ−echo) at different attenu-
ations of the microwave power. In all experiments, we applied an
external magnetic field B0 = 3500 G.
Continuous Shape Measure Calculations. The shape measures
have been calculated with SHAPE (version 2.1).38 The coordinates
for oxygen and gadolinium have been extracted from the crystal
structure data.19 Square antiprism is the shape with the minimum
value.
Theoretical Calculations. The theoretical estimates of T2 were
performed by employing home-mode software package SIMPRE1.2
with a magnetic field magnitude of 0.35 T.27 The nuclear spin bath is
composed of the crystallographic positions of all the magnetic nuclei
inside a sphere of a given radius. The radii selected by us were 30, 50,
and 60 Å. The first value was enough to converge the calculated T2
theo,n
values, which means that further increasing the sphere radius does not
produce any significant change in T2
theo,n anymore, and hence, sample-
shape dependencies are safely removed. The Gd3+ ion bath is
composed of the crystallographic positions of all the Gd3+ ions inside
a sphere of a given radius. Note that this explicitly considers solvent
molecules inside the pores. In this case, a radius of 1000 Å was
enough to converge the calculated T2
theo,e values for the three Gd3+
concentrations. To simulate a given Gd3+ concentration x inside the
selected sphere, we need to remove the proper number of Gd3+ ions.
For that, we sweep all the Gd3+ ion positions, and at each one, a
random number p between 0 and 1 is generated. If 0 < p < x, we save
the given crystallographic position. Otherwise, we drop it. For each
given Gd3+ concentration, the calculations are adapted to produce
average T2
theo,e values because the samples are measured in the form of
solutions instead of single crystals.
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